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REFRIDGERATORS 

RM 122 Slim fridge for old & new campervans 
 
A compact classic that have stood the test of time: Dometic RM 122 absorption fridges are very popular with the 
owners of vintage campervans, such as VW split screen, bay window or VW T25. The predecessor models they 
are replacing have been installed millions of times over. Just 380 mm wide, Dometic RM 122 are the smallest 
RV absorption refrigerators ever built worldwide. It will easily fit in the tight kitchenettes of most campervan  
conversions, old and new. 
Slim size – ideal for tight campervan kitchens, Gas operation with 
Piezo ignition, Door with magnetic seal and security latch, Flexible  
arrangement of shelves, Thermostatic control for gas operation. 
  
Technical Data:  
Door type: Single door 
Capacity: 28 Litre 
Dimensions: Height 585 x Width 380 x Depth 440mm 
Weight: 15Kg 
Energy consumption @amb temp 25°C (kWh/24h): 1.5 
Energy consumption 12V @amb temp 25°C (Ah/24h): 1.3 
Max input 12v: 75w 
Max input gas: 8.6 g/h 

                                                             RM122         £349.00 

1 SERIES 

RM 123 Absorption fridge for the smallest of places 
 
A compact classic that have stood the test of time: Dometic RM 123 absorption fridge is very popular with the 
owners of vintage campervans, such as VW split screen, bay window or VW T25. The 
predecessor models they are replacing have been installed millions of times over. Just 380 mm wide, Dometic 
RM 123 are the smallest RV absorption refrigerators ever built worldwide. It will easily fit in the tight kitchen-
ettes of most campervan conversions, old and new. RM 123 copes with 12 volts DC, gas as well as mains power 
and comes with an electronic re-ignition device which automatically relights the flame if blown out. 
 
Technical Data:  
Door type: Single door 
Capacity: 28 Litre 
Dimensions: Height 585 x Width 380 x Depth 440mm 
Weight: 15Kg 
Energy consumption 12V @amb temp 25°C (Ah/24h): 1.3 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 140 
Energy consumption 230V @amb temp 25°C (kWh/24h): 1.3 
Max input 12v: 75w 
Max input 230v: 75w 
Max input gas: 8.6 g/h 

                                                             RM123         £385.00 
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5 SERIES 

RM 5310 Single door standard model with battery ignition 
 
The new RM 5310 featuring contemporary looks and an illuminated interior in  
ice-blue. Cooling capacity: refrigerator +7°C, freezer compartment down to –12°C 
at ambient temperatures up to 32°C (corresponds to climate class SN). RM 5310  
features a separate freezer compartment, battery-powered ignition system and  
thermostat regulation in 230-volt and gas mode. LED interior light, User-friendly 
control panel, Flexible shelf system with practical door trays, Door with magnetic 
seal, Reversible door hinges, Battery-powered ignition unit, Thermostat regulation 
in 230-volt and gas mode, Door lock with vent option, Integrated gas galvanometer. 
 
Technical Data:  
Door type: Single door 
Capacity: 60 Litre 
Freezer Volume: 5 Litre 
Dimensions: Height 618 x Width 486 x Depth 474mm 
Weight: 20Kg 
Energy consumption 230V @amb temp 25°C (kWh/24h): 2.5 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 270 
Max input 12v: 120w 
Max input 230v: 125w 
Max input gas: 18.3 g/h 
 

RM5310   £545.00 

RM 5330 Single door wheel arch model with battery ignition 
 
The new RM 5330 featuring contemporary looks and an illuminated interior in 
ice-blue. Cooling capacity: refrigerator +7°C, freezer compartment down to –12°
C at ambient temperatures up to 32°C (corresponds to climate class SN). RM 
5330 features a separate freezer compartment, battery-powered ignition system 
and thermostat regulation in 230-volt and gas model. LED interior light,  
User-friendly control panel, Flexible shelf system with practical door trays, Door 
with magnetic seal, Reversible door hinges, Battery-powered ignition unit,  
Thermostat regulation in 230-volt and gas mode, Door lock with vent option, 
Integrated gas galvanometer. 
 
             Technical Data:  
              Door type: Single door 
              Capacity: 70 Litre 

Freezer Volume: 5 Litre 
Dimensions: Height 821 x Width 486 x Depth 474mm 

    Weight: 22Kg 
Energy consumption 230V @amb temp 25°C (kWh/24h): 2.5 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 270 
Max input 12v: 120w 
Max input 230v: 125w 
Max input gas: 18.3 g/h 

 

                
 RM5330   £605.00 



8 SERIES 

RM8400 / RM8401 
 
Gross capacity 95 Ltrs (freezer compartment 8 ltrs). Energy supply: 12, 230v & gas. Input rating 125w 
(230v), 120w (12v) & 18.3. g/h (gas). Consumption: 2.0 to 2.2kwh/24h (230v/12v), 250 to 270 g/24h (gas).  
Colour: Black-grey cabinet, silver-grey door. Dimensions: 821H x 486W x 569D. Weight: 27.5kg. Quality 
features: Patented removable freezer compartment, fingertip door opening, interior light, door with magnetic 
seal, replaceable door seals, door locking with vent option, user-friendly control panel, flexible  
arrangement of shelves, ergonomic door shelves with leakage protection. RM8400: Gas operation with battery 
powered ignition, thermostatic control for 230V and gas operation. RM8401: Manual Energy Selector (MES) 
with electronic gas ignition, thermostatic control for all operating mode.                          
 
 

RM8400       £799.00                                                   
RM8401        £849.00 

RM 5380 Single door standard model with battery ignition 
 
The new RM 5380 featuring contemporary looks and an illuminated interior in ice-blue. Cooling capacity:  
refrigerator +7°C, freezer compartment down to –12°C at ambient temperatures up to 32°C (corresponds to  
climate class SN). RM 5380 features a separate freezer compartment, battery-powered ignition system and  
thermostat regulation in 230-volt and gas mode. LED interior light, User-friendly control panel, Flexible shelf s 
ystem with practical door trays, Door with magnetic seal, Reversible door hinges, Battery-powered ignition unit, 
Thermostat regulation in 230-volt and gas mode, Door lock with vent option, Integrated gas galvanometer. 
 
Technical Data:  
Door type: Single door 
Capacity: 80 Litre 
Freezer Volume: 5 Litre 
Dimensions: Height 821 x Width 486 x Depth 474mm 
Weight: 24Kg 
Energy consumption 230V @amb temp 25°C (kWh/24h): 2.5 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 270 
Max input 12v: 120w 
Max input 230v: 125w 
Max input gas: 18.3 g/h 
 
                

RM5380   £599.00 
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RMS 8400 / RMS 8401 
 
Gross capacity: 85 Ltrs (freezer compartment 
8 ltrs). Energy supply: 12v, 240v & gas, Input 

rating: 125w (230v), 120w (12v) & 18.3. g/h 
(gas). Consumption: 2.0 to 2.2kwh/24h 
(230v/12v),  250 to 270 g/24h (gas). Colour: 
Black-grey cabinet, silver-grey door.  
Dimensions: 821H x 486W x 568D, wheel-
arch cutout. Weight 25kg. Quality Features: 
Patented freezer compartment, fingertip door 
opening, interior light, door with magnetic seal,  
replaceable door seals, door locking with vent 
option, user-friendly control panel, flexible  
arrangement of shelves, ergonomic door shelves  
with leakage protection. RMS8400: Gas operation with battery powered ignition, thermostatic control for 230V and gas  
operation. RMS8401: Manual Energy Selector (MES) with electronic gas ignition, thermostatic control for all operating modes. 
                                    

RMS8400     £780.00                                      RMS8401      £830.00 

RM 8500 / RM8501 / RM8505 
 
Gross capacity: 106 Ltrs (freezer compartment 9 
ltrs). Energy supply: 12v, 240v & gas, Input  

rating: 135w (230v), 130w (12v) & 18.3. g/h 
(gas). Consumption: 2.0 to 2.2kwh/24h 
(230v/12v),  250 to 270 g/24h (gas). Colour: 
Black-grey cabinet, silver grey door. Dimensions: 
821H x 523W x 569D. Weight: 27.8kg. Quality 
features: Patented freezer compartment, fingertip 
door opening, interior light, door with magnetic 
seal, replaceable door seals, door locking with vent 
option, user-friendly control panel, flexible 
 arrangement of shelves, ergonomic door shelves with leakage protection. RM8500: Gas 
operation with battery powered igniter, thermostatic control for 230V and gas operation. RM8501: Manual Energy Selector 
(MES) with electronic gas ignition, thermostatic control for all operating modes. RM8505: Automatic Energy Selector (AES) with 
electronic gas ignition, thermostatic control for all operating modes.                                                               

 
RM 8500     £815.00                       RM 8501     £799.00                                     RM 8505     £1049.00 

RMS 8500 / RMS 8501 
 
Gross capacity: 96 Ltrs (freezer compartment 9 
ltrs). Energy supply: 12v, 240v & gas, Input rating: 

125w (230v), 120w (12v) & 18.3. g/h (gas).  
Consumption: 2.0 to 2.2kwh/24h (230v/12v),  250 
to 270 g/24h (gas). Colour: Black-grey cabinet,  
silver-grey door. Dimensions: 821H x 523W x 568D, 
wheel-arch cut out. Weight: 25.5kg. Quality  
features: Patented freezer compartment, fingertip 
door opening, interior light, door with magnetic seal, 
replaceable door seals, door locking with vent option,  
user-friendly control panel, flexible arrangement of 
shelves, ergonomic door shelves with leakage  
protection. RMS8500: Gas operation with battery  
powered igniter, thermostatic control for 230V and gas 
operation. RMS8501: Manual Energy Selector (MES) 
with electronic gas ignition, thermostatic control for all 
operating modes.  

 
RMS 8500       £799.00                                   RMS 8501        £839.00 



FRIDGE/FREEZER 

N80 
 
Thetford’s most compact absorption 
refrigerator. This Deluxe - MEC  
refrigerator with piezo ignition can 
even work using only gas - without 
being electrically connected. If you 
select gas, you press the Ignition  
button until the flame appears.  
Features Piezo ignition, Securely 
closed door, Flexible bottle slide, 2 
flexible door bins, 2 flexible shelves, 
Flame indicator. 
                                                            
Technical Specification 
Dimensions: H821 x W486 x D543mm 
Recommended built in depth: 515-
550mm 
Total Volume: 81 Litre 
Wheel Arch model 
Door shape: Flat 
Door version: Framed, right hanging 
Usable power source: 12v/230v/gas 
Operation: Manual energy control 
Type of gas valve: Manual 
Ignition: Piezo (manual) 
Display: Flame meter 
Energy consumption (kwh/24h): 2.5 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 300 
Max input 12v: 140w 
Max input 230v: 153w 
Max input gas: 18.2 g/h 
Weight: 23Kg 
 

628196     £655.00 
 

N145 
 
A large, double-door absorption  
refrigerator. The Smart Energy  
Selection (SES) system automatically 
chooses the best available energy 
source. If it selects gas, the gas will 
be ignited electrically. 
Features: Electric ignition, Unique 
LCD display, Defrost cycle and  
elf-diagnosis, Securely closed door,  
Flexible bottle slide, 3 flexible door 
bins, 3 flexible shelves, Flame  
indicator. 
 
Technical Specification 
Dimensions: H1245 x W525 x 
D543mm 
Recommended built in depth: 515-
550mm. 
Total Volume: 141 Litre 
Volume freezer: 23 Litres 
Door shape: Flat 
Door version: Framed, right hanging 
Usable power source: 12v/230v/gas 
Operation: Smart Energy Selection 
Type of gas valve: Electric 
Ignition: Electric 
Display: LCD 
Energy consumption (kwh/24h): 4.0 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 
420 
Max input 12v: 190w 
Max input 230v: 220w 
Max input gas: 22.9 g/h 
Weight: 38Kg 
 

628198      £1199.00 
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N100 
 
A compact absorption refrigerator 
with a larger freezer. The desired  
energy source is selected manually for 
this Premium LCD refrigerator with 
electric ignition. The flame will then 
be ignited electrically. 
Features: Electric ignition, Unique 
LCD display, Defrost cycle and  
elf-diagnosis, Securely closed door,  
Flexible bottle slide, 2 flexible door 
bins, 2 flexible shelves, Flame  
indicator. 
 
Technical Specification 
Dimensions: H821 x W525 x 
D543mm 
Recommended built in depth: 515-
550mm. 
Total Volume: 97 Litre 
Volume freezer: 11 Litres 
Wheel Arch model 
Door shape: Flat 
Door version: Framed, right hanging 
Usable power source: 12v/230v/gas 
Operation: Electric energy control 
Type of gas valve: Electric 
Ignition: Electric 
Display: LCD 
Energy consumption (kwh/24h): 2.8 
Energy consumption gas (g/24h): 330 
Max input 12v: 140w 
Max input 230v: 153w 
Max input gas: 18.2 g/h 
Weight: 29Kg 
 

628197     £815.00 



COMPRESSOR FRIDGE/FREEZERS 
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CR-50 Fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 48 litres including 5 litre 
freezer compartment, 380W x 534H x 500D mm 
(without frame), weight 19kg, power consumption 
40 watts approx. 
 
CR-0050E           £459.00      

CR-65 Fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 64 litres including 7.2 litre 
freezer compartment, 448W x 525H x 545D mm 
(without frame), weight 20kg, power consumption 
45 watts approx. 
 

CR-0065E          £519.00 

CR-80 Fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 80 litres including 7.9 litre 
freezer compartment, 475W x 640H x 528D mm 
(without frame), weight 23kg, power consumption 
48 watts approx. 
 

CR-0080E            £555.00 

CR-110 Fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 108 litres including 10.2 litre 
freezer compartment, 520W x 745H x 558D mm 
(without frame), weight 28kg, power consumption 
50 watts approx. 
 

CR-0110E           £599.00 

CR-140 fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 136 litres including 11.5 litre 
freezer compartment, 525W x 805H x 619D mm, 
(without frame) weight 32kg, power consumption 
65 watts approx. 
 

9105600002           £699.00 

Standard or flush mounting frames are available on request 

Coolmatic CR Range 
System: Fully hermetic compressor with integrated control electronics, low-voltage protection / electronic fuse, 
automatic reverse pole protection, mechanical, continuously variable thermostat, Condensation drainage via hose 
connection or collection tank, 4 installation points for fastening from inside. 
 Material: Body: with coated metal frame, Interior: Plastic, Door frame: Plastic, Fittings: Stainless steel. 
Colour: Body: black, Door frame: Silver, Door panel: Matt-silver (brushed stainless steel appearance)  
Benefits: Standard refrigeration and separately insulated ***freezer compartment, tropical-rated, suitable for 
solar operation, condensation drainage via hose connection or collection tank, 4 installation points for fastening 
from inside, easy-to-change door panel, standard or flush mount frame available as accessory. 

CRP40 fridge/Freezer 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 39 litres including 5.3 litre 
freezer compartment, 380W x 536H x 545 mm, 
(without frame) weight 18kg, power consumption 40 
watts approx. 
 

9105600001          £505.00 



Coolmatic MDC-65 fridge    Camper 
fridge with intelligent dimensions 
 

12 / 24 volt  fridge, capacity 64 litres including 10 
litre freezer compartment, 485W x 618H  x 475D 
mm, weight 20kg, power consumption 45 watts  
approx. 
 

100484     £765.00 
 
Ventilation panel available, Please enquire. 
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Coolmatic MDC-50 fridge   Camper 
fridge with intelligent dimensions 
 

12 / 24 volt, capacity 43 litres including 4 litre  
freezer compartment, 425W x 565H x 445D mm, 
weight 15kg, power consumption 45 watts approx. 
 

100483       £639.00 
 
Ventilation panel available, Please enquire. 

Coolmatic MDC-90 fridge 
 
12 / 24 volt, capacity 90 litres including 10 litre 
freezer compartment, 485W x 830H x 475D mm, 
weight 28kg, power consumption 45 watts approx. 
 

 
100486 
 
£769.00 

Coolmatic MDC-110 fridge 
 

12 / 24 volt fridge, capacity 110 litres including 13 
litre freezer compartment, 525W x 805H x 547D 
mm, weight 30.5kg, power consumption 45 watts 
approx. 
 

100487 
 
£815.00 

Coolmatic MDC Range 
You want to switch from a pre-installed absorption unit to a compressor refrigerator? Then the WAECO CoolMatic 
MDC appliances are the perfect fit – their exterior dimensions correspond exactly to those of common absorption 
units. And at identical dimensions, they even provide a substantially higher usable volume. Featuring tried and 
tested compressor technology, they achieve outstanding cooling performance – even at extreme ambient tempera-
tures and in an inclined position. 

 
System: Fully hermetic compressor with integrated control electronics, low-voltage protection / electronic fuse, 
automatic reverse pole protection, mechanical, continuously variable thermostat. 
Material: Body: with coated metal frame, Interior: Plastic, Door frame: Plastic, Fittings: Stainless steel. 
Colour: Body: grey, Door frame: grey, Door panel: pale grey. 
Benefits: Interior light, door with magnetic seal, variable door mounts and locks right/left, door with double lock 
(top/bottom) and dual function (locking/ventilation), separately insulated *** freezer compartment, additional, 
foamed rear-wall evaporator in the interior, easy-to-change decor panel. 
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12V COOLBOXES 

Powerbox® range 
 
The Campingaz® Powerbox® range has a cooler to suit every  
occasion. The thermo-electric capability provides active cooling and some models even heat up to 65°C. The 
long cable length  
allows the cooler to be placed in the back of the car.  
 
Range features 

• Operates off 12Vdc car cigarette lighter 

• Warm and cold functions (not all models) 

• Cooling performance: 16 - 25°C below ambient temperature 

• Cable length: 2.75m 

• Can be used in 230Vac mode with a 230Vac/12Vdc transformer (sold separately) 

Powerbox® 36L Classic  
Large capacity thermo-electric cooler which can be used 
vertically or horizontally, perfect for families or groups. 
 

Holds 3x 1.5L bottles vertically 
1 plastic grid shelf 
Cools to: 18ºC below ambient temperature 
Capacity: 36L 
Weight: 5.8kg    
 

68669                £92.99 

Powerbox® 28L Deluxe 
The Powerbox® 28L Deluxe not only cools to 16°C below the ambient temperature but it 

also heats to 65°C. An additional lightweight lid is also  
provided for extra convenience. 
Holds 2x 1.5L bottles  
Handy drinks holders in lid 
Additional lightweight lid 
Brushless motor 
Cable storage compartment 
Integrated battery control system prevents car batter from 
draining 
Detachable and reversible plug 
Operates off: 12Vdc (or mains, adaptor sold separately) 
Cools to: 16°C below ambient temperature 
Heats to: 65ºC 
Capacity: 28L 
Weight: 4.3kg 

                                              204110          £59.99 

Powerbox® 24L Classic 
Cooling to 16°C below the ambient temperature, it is great to keep 
drinks and food cool. 
 

Cable storage compartment 
Operates off: 12Vdc (or mains, adaptor sold separately) 
Cools to: 16°C below the ambient temperature 
Capacity: 24L 
Weight: 3.5kg 
 
68679              £49.99 
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E40 Electric 12v Roll Cooler 
 
12v adaptor for  
vehicles, 2 wheels & flat 
folding handle, can be 
used standing upright 
as a conventional fridge,  
water drainage with  
interior light, 379 wide 
x 390 high x 510mm 
deep 
 
776210            £109.99 

Mobicool U26 
 
Capacity 26 litres, holds 
upto 2 litre bottles  
standing, very sturdy  
construction, generous  
insulation with K-Iso  
system. 
12v DC or 240V AC, size: 
L39.6 x W29.6 x H39.5cm. 
 
U26     £44.99 

Passive Coolboxes 

Coleman Xtreme® Coolers 
 
Coolers that provide superior cold retention thanks to their  
thick-wall, high  performance PU insulation, you can keep ice cold 
for up to 5 days, even when temperatures soar as high as 32oC.  Per-
fect for a family at the campsite, these coolers are in it for the long 
haul and are also ideal companions should a party run a little longer 
than intended! 

Coleman 36-Quart Xtreme® Cooler 
 
Capacity: 34L 
Hinged lid with deep beverage holders 
Lid takes elastic cords for additional dry storage  
Rustproof, leak-resistant channel drain for no-tilt 
draining 
Two-way handles for easier lifting and storing 
Cooling performance: 5 days 
Dimensions: 66 x 36.8 x 36.8 cm 
Holds: 46 cans 
 
202415          £59.99 

Coleman 50-Quart Xtreme® Wheeled 
Cooler 
 

Capacity: 48L 
Hinged lid with deep beverage holders 
Lid takes elastic cords for additional dry storage 
Rustproof, leak-resistant channel drain for no-tilt 
draining 
Moulded handles for easier lifting and storing 
Telescopic handle 
Large wheels for easy manoeuvrability 
Cooling per-
formance: 5 
days 
Dimensions: 
66 x 42 x 47.5 
cm 
Holds: 84 
cans 
 
205236         
 
£74.99 

Campingaz Freezpack M20 
Freez’Pack® units can be used in every coolbox or soft cooler to keep food and drinks cooler for 
longer. They’re available in a range of sizes and shapes, and the bigger they are, the longer they stay 
cool. Ideal for keeping drinks, food or medicines cool for longer in your passive cooler. They are 
dishwasher proof and reusable. 

                                                               9378                £3.49 
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12V & 240V COOLBOXES 

Dometic B40 Thermo-Electric Coolbox / 
Freezer 
 
Two cooling systems in one box! Continuously  
variable temperature from +12 deg C to –15 deg C 
in compressor mode, recessed side grips for  
convenient transport, 230 volts AC normal/deep 
freezing (compressor), 12 volts DC normal cooling   
(thermo-electrics). Large 40 Litre capacity. 
Dimensions: (L x W x H) 520 x 510 x 450mm. 
 
000B40 
 
£219.99 
 
 
 
 

Waeco MB40 Coolfun Thermo-electric Cooler  
  
Large 40 Litre capacity, integrated sound system 
with MP3 player connection, sturdy aluminium hous-
ing, stable fold out spring–mounted handles, two-
part lid to stop the cold from escaping, cable com-
partment integrated in the lid, Voltage - 12 volts DC 
& 230 volts AC, cooling up to 22°C below ambient 
temperature. Dimensions: Width 580 x Height 440 x 
Depth 390mm. 
 
000MB40       
 
£249.99 

12V, 240V & GAS COOLBOXES 

Dometic Combicool RC2200 EGP 
 
41 litre absorption cooler with aluminium housing, 
230v AC, 12v DC & gas. Input rating: 230v/12v: 
85watts. Gas: 10.6 g/h. Features: Piezo ignition,  
thermostat regulation in 230v mode, 3-stage flame 
regulation in gas mode, vertical space for 1.5 & 2 
litre bottles, sturdy cabinet & ice cube tray. 
Size: 444 high x 500 wide x 487mm deep. 
 
Rc2200      
 
£239.99 
 

Royal 3-way Absorption cooler 
 
42 litre absorption 
fridge runs on gas / 
12v or mains. The 
cooler runs on a  
powerfull 90W AC/
DC unit, without a fan 
so is noise free.  
Cooling temperature 
can be regulated, 
cools down to 25  
degrees below  
ambient temperature. 
Size: 600 high x 300 
wide x 460mm deep, 
weight: 17.7kg. 
                     

 
772850       £169.99 



Fridge Cooling fan kit 
 
Universal ventilator with heat  
sensor 
 
R-0012                        £26.99 

Dometic Flue Kit 
 
530060            £34.99 

Dometic fridge vent system (L100 & L200)
     

Mounting frame with vent grill , winter covers  
included. Aperture size : 451 x 156mm, Grill size 
479 x 185, white.                                         
         
Complete vent system        L100200   £45.99 
Top vent only (inc cover)    L100         £23.99 
Bottom vent only (inc cover)  L200   £23.99 
Winter covers only (2)              3322    £13.99 

MPK Fridge Vent Surface Fit   
 
365 x 140 
 
White  
088160    £4.99 
 
 
Black 
088161     £4.99 

MPK Fridge Vent Recessed Fit   
 
50391       white  £5.99 
50392       Black  £5.99 
 
MPK Fridge Vent 
Winter Cover  
 
50393   White     £5.99 
50394   Black      £5.99 

Fridge fan 
 

The turning speeds of 
both fans is electronically  
controlled through a  
temperature sensor.  260 
x 100 x 25mm 
  

7164010           £29.99 
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Dometic LS300 fridge vent & winter cover 
 
The ventilation system 
consists of a mounting 
frame, ventilation grille 
and a winter cover.  
Cut-out dimensions-
mounting frame: 273 H x 
514mm W. External  
dimensions—ventilation 
grille: 277 H x 518 W 
 

031313                  £25.99 

Thetford SR Vent 
 

Overall size 482 x 
185mm. 
Hole size required 447 
x 152mm. 
Colour: White 
596278        £29.99 



Terms & Conditions of Trading/Ordering 
 

1. Where cheques are accepted (deposits for building only), Please make all cheques payable to Rainbow 
Conversions Ltd 

2. For all orders that involve building and /or fitting, a 30% deposit is required before work commences 
3. All orders for parts or accessories must be paid for in full, prior to goods being dispatched or upon  
            collection 
4. All “special orders” must be paid for in full prior to goods being ordered from our suppliers. “Special” 

means goods not normally stocked or supplied by Rainbow Conversions Ltd. 
5. All mail order goods are subject to our post and packaging charges. 
6. All goods returned are subject to a 15% handling charge. 
7. All goods remain the property of Rainbow Conversions Ltd until paid for in full. 
8. All goods are subject to availability of stock. 
9. All prices shown include VAT @20% unless otherwise stated. 
10. Although we always attempt to meet quoted deadlines, we are unable to guarantee delivery/collection 

dates due to operational constraints. 
11. Any building and/or fitting orders which are cancelled by the customer after work has commenced, 

but has not been completed will result in the automatic loss of the 30% deposit. Any costs incurred to  
 Rainbow Conversions Ltd above the 30% deposit must also be paid. Any order  which is cancelled 
 before work has commenced a refund may be given at our discretion. Excluding any special order 
 parts. 
11. Every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the contents of our brochure. However, the  
 company cannot be held responsible for any errors that may occur. 
12. Due to a constant effort to improve our range of products and our prices, we reserve the right to alter 

specifications and prices without notice. 
13. Upon placing an order, you are agreeing to these terms and conditions. 
14. All Mail Order parcels must be checked for damages before signing for them. If Damage occurs please 

mark ‘DAMAGED’ on the carriers consignment note before accepting the goods. 
15. Failure to do this voids insurance claims against the carriers and we (Rainbow conversions ltd) will 

not be held responsible for damage to goods whilst in transit. 
16. All damage, shortages or omissions must be reported to us within 3 working days. 
17. E&O.E. 
18. These terms and conditions and details in our brochure are subject to change without prior notice. 
19. These terms and conditions do not affect your statutory rights. 
 

How to find us 
There is a link to a map on our website 

www.rainbowconversions.co.uk 

Rainbow Conversions Ltd 
Unit 1, Algores Way 

WISBECH 
Cambs. PE13 2TQ 

 

Tel :  01945 585931 


